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Antioch Was a Dividing Line
The phone rang two times, and then the connection crackled into life.
“Hi! Is this Avis Parke?”
“Yup.”
When Avis Parke arrived at Antioch
in 1948, she was 17 and the Civil Rights
Movement was just beginning to flourish.
Her words catapulted me into a time when
Antioch was “spread out and spacious,” boys
were for the first time allowed to enter girls’
dorms, and racial tensions were reaching a
head between the College and the town of
Yellow Springs.
“Those were the days when Antioch was
a dividing line between the North and South,
and there was a lot of discrimination. Antioch
was multiracial, but the town was definitely
not. [The townspeople] had their behaviors and prejudices, whereas the College was
trying to be liberal and open-minded,” Avis
recounted.
I hit the stacks of Antiochiana to learn
more. On October 17, 1949 while returning from the Little Theater in town, an interracial couple was hit with rotten eggs. They
were students Julius Kiano, who would later
become Kenya’s Minister of Education, and

By Ellie Burck ‘18
his white date.
“They used to come together to town,
and it was a shock for the town...Me and
my husband, we were both part of the Race
Relations Committee, and we went down to
the local movie theater...They had a rope,
which meant all the black people had to sit
in the back...and the white people had to sit
in the front. Karen and Julius didn’t want to
sit separate from each other, so they sat in the
back, and my husband and I sat with them and
integrated the theater.”
“Antioch College cannot according to
the Charter reject persons on account of their
color” reads a 1863 mandate. The mandate
was not enforced until the creation of the
Interracial Scholarship Fund, which enabled
many African American students to enroll at
Antioch between 1941 and 1954. The fund
was built by the Race Relations Committee,
a group formed by students and faculty
to better understanding and cooperation
between all races. This committee enacted
actions that vigorously confronted the segregation and racism in Yellow Springs.
See PARKE, Page 3

Malcolm X: The Man After Mecca

Mentally Incarcerated

Angry Black. Pro-violence. Anti-White.
This is how some describe Malcolm X.
While things he fought for in the beginning of his activism have been misunderstood to mean these things, it took him
only 11 days to disprove them in 1964.
See MALCOLM X, Pg. 2

An Inside Out class brings “regular” students and incarcerated men and women
together in a classroom, to learn as peers.
This, however, confronts stereotypes and
ignorance about the prison system. Emily
Steinmetz discusses this and more.
See INSIDE OUT Pg. 5
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By Bomani Moyenda
Greene County Black Lives Matter,
an organizing group currently active in
Yellow Springs, grew out of a small gathering of eight people—including several
Antioch students—concerned with the
aftermath of John Crawford III’s murder
in the Beavercreek Walmart on August 5,
2014. In November the group gathered
for the first time at the home of Judith
Hempfling after the announcement was
made that no charges were to be brought
against the officer who shot Crawford,
who had seconds before been walking
leisurely through the store carrying a BB
rifle that he picked up from a store shelf.
The first project of the group was to
hold a weekly vigil for John Crawford at
the Xenia courthouse, which was chosen
over the Beavercreek Police Department
because of its greater visibility in the
heart of the downtown. The conversations that took place among the regular
attendees, who numbered two dozen at
the first vigil and six dozen at the second,
soon evolved into further actions.
Julius Eason presented the idea of
organizing a die-in protest at the Walmart
where Crawford was killed. That die-in,
which took place on December 24 and
drew nearly 300 participants, shut down
the store for about three hours. Four
people were arrested.
The group continues to be actionoriented, seeking to raise awareness
around the case through weekly vigils
and public protests. Diverse in age, race,
gender and religious preference, organizers share deep concerns about getting
justice for John Crawford and his family.
Recently meetings have been held to
try to bring more structure to the group:
a Steering Committee has been formed
which joins the members of the several committees that formed after the
group hosted a mass planning meeting
in January.
Greene County Black Lives Matter’s
next action will take place at the Federal
Building in Dayton to apply pressure on
the U.S. Attorney now handling the case
since Attorney General Mike Dewine
turned the case over to the Feds. The
group is demanding that Sean Williams,
the officer who shot Crawford, be
charged with civil rights violations and
that the Beavercreek Police Department
be investigated for patterns of practicing
excessive force.

Next action will take place at the
Federal Building in Dayton on
February 12 at 4:00 p.m.
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I believe that when studying
the life of Malcolm X it is easy
to look at his early years, perhaps
his most controversial years. To
look at what made him stand out
from the crowd and to label him,
to dehumanize him in a manner
of speaking. He was the “angry
black man” - the person who
hated white people, who wanted
to destroy The MAN. And, perhaps he was all of those things. It
can be argued that he had cause
– who wouldn’t be angry when
the oppression of an entire race
was considered acceptable, and
in many cases admirable? It can
also be argued that he was only
making a bad situation worse
– wasn’t making blanket statements of hatred toward whites
the same thing that he was fighting against? As with every emotionally charged issue, history will
be rewritten on his impact on the
civil rights movement many times
over, with opinions on both sides
of the issue.
The most notable thing to me
when I look at the life of Malcolm
X, however, is how he was willing
to change his thinking, to leave
behind what he had believed and
to take a new course. It is a rare
quality in public figures, especially when the issue is so vital to
an entire nation. It is not easy to
leave behind one’s beliefs, especially when those beliefs were
won by personal tragedy and
struggle.
It is said that in dining, the
last bite is the most important and
I believe that life is the same. If
we consider that life is a process,
and that our experiences lead us to
become who we are, then I believe
that where we end up is arguably more important than where
we started out. And, regardless of
where he started out, Malcolm X
came to believe that unity under
God is the only solution to racism
and called for both sides to see
others simply as people, not as
black or white. For him, that
understanding came in just eleven
short days through his experience
on Hajj.
He said in a letter to Alex
Haley, “Never have I witnessed
such sincere hospitality and overwhelming spirit of true brotherhood as is practiced by people of
all colors and races here in this
ancient Holy Land... “There were
tens of thousands of pilgrims, from
all over the world. They were of
all colors, from blue-eyed blondes
to black-skinned Africans. But
we were all participating in the
same ritual, displaying a spirit

Malcolm X and my grandfather,
Aboul-Makarem Saad. Beirut, 1964.
Provided by Layla Saad.

of unity and brotherhood that
my experiences in America had
led me to believe never could
exist between the white and nonwhite... Throughout my travels
in the Muslim world, I have met,
talked to, and even eaten with
people who in America would
have been considered white - but
the white attitude was removed
from their minds by the religion
of Islam. ... what I have seen, and
experienced, has forced me to
rearrange much of my thoughtpatterns previously held, and to
toss aside some of my previous
conclusions. ... I have always kept
an open mind, which is necessary
to the flexibility that must go hand
in hand with every form of intelligent search for truth.”
Imagine all the times that
he stood arguing, fighting with
everything he had, against whites.
All the nights he missed eating
dinner with his family, all the
hardship, fear and frustration he
went through to get his message
across. Now imagine that he was
faced with the fact that much of
the message he had sacrificed so
much for, turned out to be wrong.
What happened next was the true
measure of the man. He publicly,
and to much mockery, abandoned
a message he no longer believed
to be true.
He said in a letter to the
Egyptian Gazette in 1964, “I am
not a racist... In the past I permitted myself to be used... to make
sweeping indictments of all white
people... I no longer subscribe to
sweeping indictments of any one
race. I am now striving to live the
life of a true Sunni Muslim... I can
state in all sincerity that I wish
nothing but freedom, justice and
equality, life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness for all people.”
In 1965, he said “We don’t

judge a man because of the color
of his skin. We don’t judge you
because you’re white; we don’t
judge you because you’re black;
we don’t judge you because
you’re brown. We judge you
because of what you do and what
you practice” As a Muslim, I hold
this thought dear and have personally experienced it throughout my life. In fact, diversity is
so deeply woven into the fabric
of my faith that it was many years
before I even realized a man could
be judged by the color of his skin
rather than by what he does.
So, perhaps what Malcolm
X should be most remembered
for was being someone who had
the courage and honesty to abandon what he had fought so long
and hard for in favor of the truth.
Someone who was willing to
stand for the truth, even when it
meant standing against himself.

a letter To the future
By Taylor Larson‘17
Please excuse me while I
speak not to my community but
to the Antiochian perusing the
archives of The Record alongside Scott Sanders’s successor,
or in the basement of a building
whose design hasn’t yet been conceived…
I am a student belonging to
the third incoming class after the
College reopened its doors in
2011. And I would have left at
the end of my first year had I not
found Antioch in the archives of
The Record. In all likelihood we
probably share a similar story:
we came to Antioch because the
Admissions department is particularly deft at picking and choosing from our institution’s history.
We stayed because our professors
and peers so quickly became our
chosen family.
Or perhaps we stayed because
the longer we were immersed this
community, the more difficult
it became to relate to those who
cannot understand the committee-based lifestyles we lead and
the acronym-heavy language we
speak...Through the meetings and
Cil’s of shared governance I found
a sense of agency I could not have
claimed anywhere else. Maybe
you have too.
By no means can I idealize
Antioch pre-(third)closure, from
whom we inherited these structures—as the University starved
the College of resources, students
found themselves unequipped to
heal from the daily volatility of
such an intensely invested community. The struggle to build
without most of the tools we
need is largely responsible for the

Editorials
resourcefulness of the Antiochian
identity.
But what was true then, and
is still true today, is that Antioch’s
economic reality, steeped in scarcity, makes our community largely
inaccessible to students, staff, and
faculty with physical and mental
disabilities, of lower socioeconomic status, and of marginalized
racial identities. In an environment of chronically underfunded
departments and overcommitted
staff and faculty, the responsibility of educating community members often falls on those groups
faced daily with discrimination.
No matter how much I
find myself engaged with the
struggle, this is a condition I
will not accept. Our systems of
Community Government have the
potential to provide the “diverse”
members of our community with
a platform in which they can
address institutionalized oppression and constructively work
to overcome it without creating
painful exclusion.
But in the state it currently exists, our Community
Government does not have the
necessary structure or resources
to constructively empower marginalized students...and we are
losing them. Although Diversity
Committee, Residence Life and
others have made strides in supporting marginalized identities,
attrition is still a much greater
risk for the students that make our
campus diverse and multifaceted.
And if we fail to take this problem
seriously...Well, we have seen our
options.
Many students have adapted
by learning to fend for themselves. But lacking the necessary
support and education to confront
oppression constructively, we turn
on one another. Meanwhile, the
less privileged members of our
community continue to leave in
the absence of sufficient institutional support.
To address this trend we need
to build and fully support an infrastructure of dialogue that will
not only empower students to
expose oppression, but to resolve
it within their community. Rather
than fracturing our community
any further—within the student
body, between students and faculty, or between students and
administration—we must come
together in Community Meeting
and ComCil to identify where
our existing systems fall short,
and work (committee-style!) to
build better ones. I hope that, by
the time you’ve pulled this issue
out of the archives, we’ve solved
some of these problems...if not,
hopefully I’ve given you a bit of a
running start.
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PARKE, from Page 1
The problems the committee had to confront were many.
A group of students, one of them
black, were refused service at a
restaurant in town. The principal of the Yellow Springs Public
School refused to place Coretta
Scott as a student teacher, one of
the reasons she would ultimately
leave Antioch. Pemberton’s
Barbershop, the only barber shop
in town that would serve black
people, was losing business. Mr.
Pemberton, a black man who felt
he had gone out on a limb for
equality, became frustrated by the
lack of patronage from Antioch
students and faculty.
Antioch students protested at
Gegner’s Barber Shop for over a
decade. Lewis Gegner’s refusal
to cut black people’s hair eventually became a national issue in
the 1960s. “Gegner would not
cut black student’s hair, so at that
time I learned how to cut men’s
hair. We did a sit-in at Gegner’s
Barber Shop where all of the Race
Relations Committee went...and
sat in all the chairs. We wouldn’t
get up and leave so he could
get his other customers,” Parke
remembered.

Avis lived in Birch Hall on
the same floor as Coretta Scott.
She recalls that Coretta was a
beautiful woman, and remembers
an assembly where she performed.
“In the Main Building, she put on
a concert. She was a student of the
music professor Walter Anderson,
and when everyone was in the
hall, she sang an old Negro spiritual, “He Holds The Whole World
In His Hands”. It was so stunning—she had a mezzo-soprano
voice, I believe—it just reverberated through the whole assembly
room and we were all just brought
to tears.”

Redeeming Non-Violent Direct Action as
a Strategy for Change

International Circle Column

By Kevin McGruder

The recent horrific massacre of Charlie Hebdo staff in
Paris is a somber reminder that
Molly Norris, a former cartoonist
with the Seattle Weekly, has fearfully been living in hiding since
2010. She went underground and
changed her identity on advice
of the FBI after Islamic militant
Anwar al-Awlaki had put her on
a hit list.
Raif Badawi who was sentenced to 10 years in prison has
received the first 50 of the 1,000
lashes for writing a blog championing free speech in the autocratic kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Thirteen teenagers were rounded
up and shot to death by a firing
squad in the Islamic caliphate for
watching an Asian Cup soccer
match. This follows a slew of
public beheadings of foreign journalists and the murder of two
Japanese hostages by Islamist
radicals, many of them recruited
from Western countries.
In my professional opinion as
a psychotherapist, such stories and
images in the media are enough to
induce various forms of paranoia.
At the very least, there is potential
for some degree of vicarious or
secondary trauma, continuously
re-triggered by our national and
international exposure to humili-

ating airport security procedures
since 9/11. Symptoms of anxiety and fearfulness can result in
what has been generally described
as ‘Islamophobia’ by those who
exploit the term to inveigh against
religious bigotry or worse, disguised racism.
But these symptoms of fear
and anxiety, experienced by many
Muslims as well, about radical
Islam, the puritanical Islam of
Saudi Arabia, as well as moderate expressions of Islam, such as
in Malaysia which is actively discouraging Muslims from practicing yoga and where clerics
even have a problem with allowing non-Muslims to use the word
Allah for God, are clearly not
fears about all things Islamic.
They cannot and should not all
simply be painted with the broadbrushstroke of Islamophobia.

There is a real misunderstanding of how important disruption was to Martin Luther
King Jr.’s non-violent movement.
Eulogizing him as a “Prince of
Peace” has led many to forget that
the full name of his non-violent
strategy was non-violent direct
action.
Non-violent direct acts were
meant to create tension that would
lead decision-makers to react
at a legislative level. This was
true throughout his career: from
his first action, the Montgomery
Bus Boycott of 1955, to his midcareer Birmingham campaign of
1963, to the Poor People’s March
that he was planning at the time
of his death.
The role of disruptive actions
in community organizing is particularly important to understand
today. Today, in reaction to nonviolent direct action used by the
Black Lives Matter movement,
some stress “peaceful” protest to
mean protests that don’t create
the disruption that King believed
is essential for change to occur.
This misreading of what
made the non-violent Civil Rights
movement effective has led some
to believe that marches alone

are the answer to every problem. They don’t realize that to
be effective, marches need to be
one element of a broader political strategy to raise both visibility and tension around a particular issue.
It has been fascinating to
watch and to participate in the
Black Lives Matters movement over the last few months.
The connections between activists at a national level have produced a momentum that has the
potential to bring about lasting
change in how our communities
are policed. If measurable successes can be made, people who
have dismissed King’s non-violent strategies may be forced to
▪ Dr. Kevin McGruder is a
professor of history at Antioch
College in Yellow Springs, Ohio.
He has multiple publications
exploring race and its relation
to other topics.
▪ To find out more about the
Black Lives Matter movement,
visit BlackLivesMatter.com

This issue’s column written by
Jalaledin Ibrahim

“

Avis Parke. Photo by Axel Bahnsen courtesy of Antiochiana.

were all just
“ ...we
brought to tears.

Avis stood up for what she
thought was right by bringing
people together. She recalled,
“At the time I was there, I organized what’s called a Segredance
Group. Girls from the Presbyterian
Church would come up to the
College, and I would teach them
modern dance techniques…We
created dance movements with
the Mapogram technique. We
had...all colors in the little group
I started.”

AP/Michel Euler

Food Committee
Bringing ebt to YS
By Sara Brooks ‘15
Electronic benefits transfer (EBT) refers to the electronic transfer of benefits
from the government program Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP),
also known as food stamps.
Most food providers have
switched to EBT from the paper
version of food stamps for various reasons: EBT is much
easier to keep track of and
manage, and most consumers
prefer it. However, some food
suppliers such as farmers markets have been unable to institute this necessary service, usually due to organizational reasons or a lack of funds.
T h e Ye l l o w S p r i n g s
Farmers Market is well attended
and hosts a variety of vendors,
but has not yet been able to
implement an EBT system that
works for them. Procuring an
EBT machine involves various
hurdles, generally resulting in
a long and drawn out process.
EBT services are definitely needed in this community. According to the most
recent census report, 15.1% of
the individuals living in YS are
below the poverty level, while
the cost of living is significantly
higher than other areas in our
region. The number of residents
at or below the poverty level
has been on the rise over the
past ten years, while the cost of
living has also gone up.
The benefits of having this
system for our community is
clear: we need more accessible and varied options at which
community members can purchase fresh produce and locally
produced meat. Because there
has been a lack of organizational power to get the project up and running, the Antioch
College Food Committee
(ACFC) had stepped in to help
facilitate the process.
This project is essential for
equal access to the local foods
and other products that we can’t
get anywhere else.
The ACFC is an open
standing committee of ComCil
and membership varies.
Meetings are open to the
public, every 2nd and 4th
Thursday of every month at
3pm in North Hall. Meeting
times are subject to change.
Contact Sara Brooks, the
ACFC chair and facilitator, at:
sbrooks@antiochcollege.org
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MLK Annual Teach-In
Antioch College
Photostory by Odette Chavez-Mayo
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Mila Cooper
A dream for CSKC
By Taylor Larson ‘17

terms of what are the ways that we
can be involved—beyond going
to the die-in, going to the march,
going to the vigil—there are other
things that we can do to make an
impact and to engage with the
people who we say we care about.

Emily Stienmetz
on inside out and more
By Taylor Larson ‘17

Q: What is your long term vision
for the CSKC?
A: I want bustling activity. I
want people to see this as a place
they want to be, whether it’s just
using the kitchen, having a meeting, having a program… it would
be active, vibrant, and known as
a place where we can come to
engage in dialogue about what we
stand for.
Photo by Layla Saad

Q: How do you define your role
in this community?

A: Honestly, I’m still figur-

ing that out (...) I think I was
charged to figure that out and to
revisit and re-energize a vision
for the Coretta Scott King Center
(CSKC).
I do think the CSKC is a resource
for students, faculty and staff, as
well as a community resource.
(...) Some people even believe
that the CSKC can have a national
and global impact...because the
center is the only one in the country that has the Coretta Scott King
name. The name does have some
weight to it, but I wouldn’t dare
lose the responsibility that I have
to Antioch and especially to students.

Q: Anything else?
A: I’m glad to be in this posi-

tion. Sometimes it’s daunting,
other times more often than not
it’s exciting. There are some great
people here. Y’all are different
than any other student body that
I’ve worked with… [Antioch students] are strong-willed, opinionated, and can kind of be in
your face sometimes. And I think
some people are put off with that
or can’t deal with that. I mean, I
don’t like conflict, but that’s not
my issue. I can stand toe-to-toe
with students and I appreciate
those qualities. No one’s going to
put anything past you and you’re
going to stand up for things you
believe in and stand up for the
rights of students. I admire that.
Hopefully I can channel that into
a way that’s beneficial for [the
CSKC] and I won’t have to be the
target of your scorn. [laughs]

Q: Since beginning, what have

you identified as our community’s specific needs in regards to
your role?
A: To bring folks together to
begin these conversations of how
we do this type of work on this
campus: what are our goals, what
are we trying to accomplish, how
do we support students and others
who are interested in this type of
work? One of my strengths is that
I am a visionary and I like to innovate—so I am thinking about what
we can be, given all the strengths
we already have.
Engage students in conversations
about activism, social justice, and
civic engagement, and thinking
about the relationship between
them. At my previous institution
where I did community outreach,
there’s a different type of student there and few of them asked
the questions that Antioch students ask.
But I guess I want us to look
a little deeper even into that in
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Q: What is your research background?
A: The tradition I come from is
to ground very local lived experiences in broader historical, political, economic and social processes. It’s very much about
contextualizing individual lived
experiences and understanding
how those power dynamics—
whether their global, national,
regional, or even local—shape
experience in these ways.
My training and background is very much what in
anthropology we call historical political economy, which has
a relationship to how we think
about political economy here
but is not the same thing...That’s
something that informs my own
research and my own interests
and that really is a lot of the lens
or the framework I use for understanding the world and I try to
bring into my class.
So thinking about how
global trade policies and histories of colonialism and then how
modern day economic realities
that grow out of these trade politic...shape the life opportunities
for people who are positioned...
It’s not a determinist perspective, but it’s understanding that
the choices people make are very
narrowly circumscribed by the
structures and power dynamics
that are much bigger than individual people so that their ability to
make choices happens in a context—not a free choice, right? but
of limited choice.
Q: What is your teaching philosophy?
A: I started experimenting with
different ways of teaching—and
I continue to experiment with different ways of teaching, I don’t
feel like I’ve arrived at the way
to teach. One thing I feel like I
struggle with is how learning is a

shared responsibility among students and instructors.
You know, I might know about
more some topics than students
but that students also come to
classes with, in some cases their
own expertise, their own lived
experiences, their own interest.
So, how to create a classroom
environment that ensures we’re
all learning something that matters but then at the same time creating space so that that learning
comes not from me to students
in a one directional way but that
students are contributing to that
learning also… so I struggle with
how to do that—how much lecturing do I do? How much discussion
do I facilitate? I’m always trying
to figure that out, but I do feel like
learning is a shared responsibility and I’m always trying to figure
out how to make that true in the
classroom.
And I think that has to
do also with challenging power
structures. I feel like if we want to
think critically about power in the
world then we need to practice it
critically in classrooms, so rather
than having the teacher be the dispenser of information, thinking
about ways that power is more
shared. And I think the collaborative syllabus process...So I have
to evaluate you, that’s part of my
job, but what is that going to look
like? I feel like we can do that in a
more collaborative way by giving
you options for assignments and
letting you offer up possible
assignments. And how do I balance that? Can it be fully collaborative or is it me dictating what
I think is important? Because I do
think writing is important.
Q: What is an Inside Out class?
A: It’s a class that is comprised
of half what we call “inside” students who are incarcerated people
and then half “outside” students
who are students from the partner

Profiles

college or university. The outside
students in this case would be ten
Antioch students and the inside
students would be 11 or 12 students from the prison.
And the point is that we
meet as peers and equals, not as
the Antioch students being the
helpers to the inside students,
which is how a lot of programs are
set up. It’s not like that. It’s a program that’s designed to set everyone on the same level. The point
is really about breaking down stereotypes that each group holds
about the other group, because the
stereotypes happen in two directions: the idea that incarcerated
people aren’t good students, or
aren’t smart, or haven’t gone to
school, or are not educated, breaking down that stereotype. And the
idea from their perspective that
college students are all privileged
people who were born with every
kind of societal advantage, which
is also not true, but having the
opportunity to have dialogue and
learn that in process, is one of the
main goals of the program.
The inside out classes
can have any course content or
course theme. Originally they
were criminal justice classes. But
my class would be about race,
gender, and citizenship. So thinking about the way that different kinds of people have had different forms of recognition by
the state—mostly we’ll be talking about citizenship— but who’s
included and who’s excluded
and in what context, with special
attention to race and gender.
There is room for ten students in
the first Inside Out course to be
offered in Spring. If interested,
contact Emily Steinmetz to begin
the application and screening
process. Priority will be given to
fourth years, as Spring will be
their only chance to take an Inside
Out course before graduation.

IG Profile: Prison Justice Group
By Nat Freeman
If you have a special interest within the realm of Prison Justice/
Abolition and would like an eager audience, please join our meetings
Thursdays at 12:30 p.m. in Birch. We have many projects in the works,
and there is still much to be done.
If you are able, please donate books to our Books to Prison collection drive: books will be donated to the Redbirds, a prison abolition group based on Columbus. Books may be placed in receptacles
located all around campus, or can be delivered to Nat Freeman. You can
also join us every first and third Sunday of each month for the drive to
Redbirds to pack books requested by prisoners.
On the second and fourth Sundays of each month, join our reading and
discussion group at 12:30 p.m. in a yet-to-be-determined McGregor classroom. For more information, contact NatFreeman@antiochcollege.org.
Thank you, Jane Foreman ‘17, for creating and maintaining this group
over the past year. Your leadership is the only reason that this group still
exists. We hope you are enjoying New Zealand!
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ComCil Notes
Events Committee
Reconsidered: Conclusion
was reached that Events
Coordinator should plan two
events per quarter, the rest of
the budget should be used for
events planned by students with
the help of the committee.
Review Committee
Revived - See pg. 9
Child Care Task Force
Formed: Tasked with looking
into supporting faculty, staff,
and students with children.
Wellness Center Advisory
Board Asks for Student
Representatives: Wellness
Center requested four student
reps. ComCil selection scheduled for Feb. 9.
Diversity Task Force:
DTF has been charged by
the Senior Leadership Team
and Office of the President
with hiring external auditor.
Diversity Committee tasked
with choosing student appointees. See pg. 9
Student Union Proposes
Resolution for Women Hours
in Wellness Center: Student
Union presented a proposal for
implementing regular women
only hours in the Wellness
Center. The proposal has
been discussed and tabled by
ComCil twice to date and is
scheduled to be put to vote after
further editing by ComCil and
Student Union members.
ComCil Questions Path
to Policy: Members agreed
that no institutionalized path
currently exists for passing/
enforcing policy through
ComCil. President and Dean of
Community Life to meet formally with College President to
discuss the establishment of a
formal policy path in ComCil.
Main quesiton: should Senior
Leadership approval be req. to
pass policy?
New IG Approved, Black
Belt Club: ComCil approved
the Black Belt Club, coordinated by Tory England ‘17 and
Ozrich Du Sable ‘16. The IG
is unofficially restricted to students who plan to make their
“blackbelt pledge” while studying To-Shin Do on campus.
Record Editor Made
Full-Time Co-op Job: Record
Editor 35 hours per week starting immediately until end of
next quarter. 30 hours per week
in the next fiscal year’s budget.
ComCil meets every Tuesday
at 5:00 p.m. in the Seminar
Room on the second floor of
McGregor. The community is
welcome to open sessions.

Profiles
Elise Miller
New campus nursE!
By Rose Hardesty ‘18

Photo by Rose Hardesty
Elise Miller went to school
in Dayton and has been working
as an acute care nurse at a hospital in Middleton, but would like to
move into community health and
wellness, which made the position
at Antioch an ideal fit.
She lives with her husband,
who works on the physical plant
team at Antioch, and their two
children down the street from the
college. “I have a real attachment
to Antioch,” Elise said. “When the
school was closed, I would come
and just walk around campus with
my baby son. I thought this was a
really magical place.” When Elise
is not working, she loves hiking in
the Glen and dancing.
Elise started seeing students
on February 3, and will offer the
standard services for a school
nurse. “I can not do anything
invasive,” she said, “I can not
give injections or immunizations.
What I can do is offer treatments.
If someone has an achy belly or
cold symptoms, I can help with
those. I can help students get the
care they need if it is more than
what I can offer.”

Ideally, Elise would like to
see campus health service expand.
“Student health centers are a
big thing right now in colleges,”
she explained. “I would love to
be able to give Antioch a health
center. If I could give one thing
while I am here, it would be to
create that resource for the students. I want us to offer more services, such as STI testing, that’s
a big one. ... And, for students
who have chronic conditions like
asthma and allergies, I want them
to be able to get their needs met
here rather than having to go elsewhere.” Elise encourages student
input. “I would love to have students drop by to say what they
want or what interests them. That
is really important. I am here for
the students, and I need to know
what the students want most of
all.”
Elise’s office is located on
the first floor of Pennell House.
Her hours are Mondays 9:00am to
1:00pm, Tuesdays and Thursdays
4:15pm to 8:15pm, Fridays
1:15pm to 3:15pm, and Saturdays
10:00am to 2:00pm.

+

status

HIV TESTING

Friday, Feb 13
2:00pm-4:00pm

OK Library - Room 106

937.374.5646 for info
Results in 20 min

FREE
Provided by

Green County Public Health
in collaboration with the

Office of Community Life

Al Najjar
on public art
By Taylor Larson ‘17

Q: What was your impression of
the graffiti in Student Union?

A: The graffiti in the student

Photo Provided

Q: How do you describe your
style of art? You have called it
“passive-aggressive public art”—
what did you mean by that?
A: I do mostly drawing, illustration, comics and my public art
stuff. My public art tends to be
done out of necessity—sometimes
I need to yell at the world that I
exist, so I make something big and
colorful and public. My “passiveaggressive public Antioch stuff”
has just been me trying to say
what I need to say without actually having to talk. I’d rather make
something that everyone can see
and watch people talk about it than
say something and have everyone
attack me.
Q: What is some of the public art
you’ve done at Antioch?

A: The public art I do at Antioch

is mostly temporary chalk or
poster pieces. Like Peter Pan
flying away from Main Building
because this place is too overrun
with goddamn grownups. Or plain
pieces of white paper claiming
that they are art, but don’t mean
anything. I also do some anonymous art pieces that you can find,
if you know what to look for.

Q: You’ve mentioned how you

Unfinished
Creations
243 Xenia Ave
Yellow Springs, OH 45387
937-767-7173
M-F 10:00-5:30
Sa 10:00-5:00

case their art in a semi-permanent fashion and spread whatever
messages they want to the public
(even if that’s just an anarchy
sign). The wall faces the street,
after all. I encourage all students
to stop by the green wall and add
some art. Feel free to paint over
old work—it would be cool if it
was constantly evolving.

advocated for having the wall
near where Mills used to be a
public space open for all students
to use. What are your thoughts on
the importance of these types of
spaces for student expression?
A: The green wall behind Birch
was something I was trying to get
approved for a while. I’d been
drawing there in chalk, and people
would come by and ask why artwork there couldn’t be more permanent. I was actually surprised
by how fast the wall was approved
as a free wall for anyone to use.
It’s important because all students—not only art students—
need a place where they can show-

union was amazing. I loved the
way every student group had their
own wall, and the different styles
of art that were represented there.
There was everything from meticulously painted murals, to hastily scribbled messages in the corners. The artwork was expressive
and powerful, with themes of survival, resistance, subversion and
just plain old fun. It will be awful
to see all of that art and history
disappear.

Q: What do you think the importance of “graffiti safe spaces” are
for student culture?
A: Graffiti safe spaces are important to our student culture and
I think the first step would be
to secure a student union building again. As of now there is no
specific, comfortable space with
enough room for IG and student
union meetings, or for students
to get together to unwind and be
themselves, away from faculty,
staff, and hierarchy. I think that
once we secure such a building,
it will be easier to convince the
powers that be to let us decorate it
as we wish.
Q: Graffiti has been all the more
controversial on campus since
alumni renovate the spaces we
live in and understandably do
not want to see their hard work
defaced. What do you think is the
best compromise between alumni
and students on this issue?
A: Thank you alumni for renovating our school. You rock.
Really. But student artwork is not
destroying anything. Leaving the
campus abandoned for ages did
that. We live here now and we
want our home to reflect something of ourselves. I respectfully
ask alumni and donors to please
not take it personally when I draw
on a freshly painted wall, or when
messages get scrawled in the concrete mysteriously over night. We
mean no offense—we appreciate the clean canvass that you are
providing us with, and only wish
to use it in the most beautiful,
expressive, strange, subversive,
colorful way possible.
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Student Union Building

Photostory by
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The Antioch College Village

Remembering Trans Women of Color
After Leelah Alcorn

By Michelle Fujii ‘18

Angel Nalubega ‘18 and Dorian Alexander Bell ‘17

According to President Mark
Roosevelt, the College has plans
to build housing on campus for
people belonging to a group
Roosevelt refers to as “next chapter”—retired citizens who are not
ready to enter a retirement community. Antioch College Village
is intended to be a place where
these people can continue to be
active community members, fulfilling an economic demand for
an alternative housing option to
nursing homes. Though Roosevelt
expects next chapter folks to be
the village’s primary clientele, he
said that the village’s customers
will not be “age-defined.”
Though the idea was first presented to the College community
at the second Community Meeting
of this quarter, the plans for an
Antioch College Village was first
brought to the Yellow Springs
community’s attention three years
ago. Facilities Manager Reggie
Stratton attended several Village
Council and zoning meetings
“stating the College’s need to
include residential uses within its
E-1 education zone,” according to
the YS News.
The village’s primary goal
is to generate income for the
College, which is heavily dependent on donative resources. “We
can’t go forward if [the village isn’t an income-producing
entity],” reiterated Roosevelt.
Roosevelt expects the village to
be particularly effective because
“people find giving to something
easier if there’s a personal connection. Meeting you is different than seeing you on a piece of
paper.”
Even so, the benefits to the
College and town are expected
to extend beyond just monetary
value. “Some of these people
will have skills that will enable
them to serve the College in a
variety of ways. Maybe they’ll
teach Community Life courses,
take part in Global Seminars,
or lead education trips abroad,”
Roosevelt said. “It’s just a question of richness. And again, I
don’t mean economically. I mean
more activities, more interests,
more expertise.”
Roosevelt also believes that
the village is consistent with the
College’s mission and history.
“A lot of people have told me
that it’s a nice bringing together
of [Antiochian values]” said
Roosevelt. “It’s the idea of generational sharing. It really would be
that older people are helping put
younger people through school.”

Photo courtesy Layla Saad
In addition to tapping into
a growing market demand,
Roosevelt plans for the village
to work towards net-zero energy
consumption in line with the
Living Building Challenge, as
articulated by the Living Future
Institute. The challenge includes
standards such as buildings must
produce their own energy and be
constructed using non-toxic materials sourced from as close to the
building site as possible.
To this end, Sandy Wiggins,
a consultant for building environmentally sustainable communities or “ecovillages,” was asked
by Roosevelt to complete a feasibility study in Fall of 2013. The
10-month study revealed a wider
range of demand: both young singles and families were also interested in the option of living within
campus-integrated village, in
housing situations ranging from
rentals to occupant-owned townhouses to co-housing with some
shared facilities.
Building a village on a college
campus designed and marketed
for next chapter people has never
been done before, and construction may begin in as few as three
years. Some concerns have been
voiced by the Antioch community: at the Community Meeting
at which the plan for the village
was first announced, community
members raised concerns about
what this plan means for already
scarce availability of affordable
housing in the village. Roosevelt
answered that the College plans
to work with Yellow Springs companies involved in housing assis-

tance, such as Home Inc
Roosevelt emphasizes that
the village is still in the design
stage: “The answer to a lot of
questions is we don’t know—we
have some ideas, but our ideas
that are set in stone are very
few...This venture has to generate money in order to help support the students at the College,”
Roosevelt said, “It must be sensitive to the needs of the village and
not diminish the student experience but rather expand it...[other
that that] we don’t have many
guidelines.”
Roosevelt expects students,
staff and faculty to participate in
future decision making by contributing design and ideas: “In
the end, the decision whether to
do this or not will be made by the
Board of Trustees. But they are
going to want to know that the
individual groups that make up
the college are more in favor than
opposed to it,” he stated.
Wiggins is hosting a charrette that will be held March
1—5 in the Wellness Center for
the purpose of garnering community input. The charrette will
be “a forum for rapid, intensive, and creative brainstorming to arrive at a collaborative
solution.” Community input has
been “mostly anecdotal” so far,
but Roosevelt’s hope is that community members will attend this
event to share their ideas. “There
are going to be a lot of opportunities for input and the charrette is
just the beginning.”

Trans women have always
been the driving force behind the
queer community: from Sylvia
Rivera and Sylvia P. Johnson to
Laverne Cox and Janet Mock.
Trans women also experience
violence on unparalleled levels
within the queer community.
Often they are even actively
pushed out of queer spaces
because they do not fit the norm
of what is “queer.” According to
the the Gay & Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation (GLAAD),
53% of all anti-LGBT homicides to date targeted transgender women. Considering trans
people make up upwards of 5%
of the population, that is a staggering statistic.
You might be wondering
why you never hear about all
of these murders. Where are
the news stories? Where are the
foundations raising money and
awareness? Where are the shelters, programs, and volunteers?
Well, here’s the thing: due to the
systematic oppression of trans
women, their deaths are not
interesting or important to the
media. When a death does gain
media attention, the coverage
usually misgenders and demonizes the trans woman. Often their
names are not even said.
So why is Leelah Alcorn
gaining so much respect and
love from the media? Why is her
chosen name being used, despite
her parent’s outcry? Why is
almost every major news agency
using her correct pronouns?
There are some theories.
It is important for the queer
community to mourn Leelah
Alcorn’s tragic death and to try
our best do as she asked us to in
her suicide note: change society,
make it a better place for trans

youth to exist. However, it is
equally as important to acknowledge why Leelah received the
attention that she did.
Leelah Alcorn was young,
white, conventionally attractive, and able-bodied. She made
a fantastic martyr for the media
to latch onto: her story was hard
to swallow and it woke many
people up to the injustices faced
by trans people—particularly
young trans women. Based on
her suicide note, that is exactly
what she wished to come from
her death.
But there is even more pain
associated with Leelah’s death
when one realizes that this is a
larger issue—one that stretches
past the death of one white
trans woman. Violence targeted
towards trans women of color
does not get as much coverage
by the media. Cases involving
trans women of color are often
not investigated by police.
Leelah Alcorn’s death is
a prime example of racism in
the media today. When a trans
woman of color dies, there are
few, if any, questions. White
privilege is why we know the
name Leelah Alcorn, and the
name Islan Nettles doesn’t ring
a bell. Trans women of color
do not have their murders officially recorded in the same way
that trans women like Leelah
Alcorn do.
Because of racism and
transmisogyny, trans women of
color are dehumanized, silenced,
misgendered, murdered, and
there is little record of those lost.
They do not have ownership of
their lives even in death. Their
names deserve to be remembered and honored just like
Leelah Alcorn’s name.
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Review Committee Revived
By Alexander Schlosser ‘16
Current ComCil President Perri Freeman 15’ and former President
Elijah Blanton ‘15 have formed the Comcil Review Committee in order
to correct problems that currently exist within ComCil’s structure and
procedures by establishing improved systems of community government. The committee consists of three ComCil members—including
the current president—and all past presidents currently on campus.
One of the problems that inspired the committee’s revival is that
various functions of ComCil have fallen out of line with the council’s
bylaws. “Review Committee exists for two reasons” Blanton explained,
adjusting a stray hair removed from his immaculate man bun by the
frosty winds, “to keep things from falling apart between quarters, and
to make sure smart, intentional shared governance remains a long-term
priority at the College.”
As the wintry sunlight cast streaks of gold in her brown hair,
Perri Freeman explained, “Before I had the job it was all like one day,
Simba, this will be yours and then when I actually had the job it was
like wow, I’m the queen of a tiny rideable alligator. Great.” In her time
as president, Freeman hopes to repair continuity within a disrupted
system: “Co-op creates gaps where knowledge is lost with people
coming and going so often. All of these individuals have invaluable
knowledge that hasn’t been written down.”
The Comcil Review Committee meets in the Seminar Room (Room
218) in McGregs Thursdays at 5:00. Problems tackled by the committee
thus far are as follows: revising the bylaws of Events Committee, the
organization of ComCil’s virtual office space

Events Committee FAQ
Q: Who is “Events Committee”?
A: Events Committee’s standing members are the Event Coordinator,
the Student Space Coordinators, a Comm. Life Liaison, and an RLM.
Q: When and where does Events Committee meet?
A: Wednesdays at 1:30 p.m. in Birch.
Q: Where does an individual or an IG go to apply for funding for an
event, like a movie screening or gas cards to see a speaker at Wright
State?
A: You need to go to Events Committee for funding approval. Just make
sure that a fair amount of students are interested and that you or the IG is
willing to do most of the work to pull it together. You must give Events
Committee at least 2 weeks notice so that they can properly plan and
offer you the support you need (e.g. media needs).
Q: Where does an individual or an IG go to apply for funding for material items or recurring costs, like a new chess board for Chess Club or
snacks for Queer Center meetings?
A: You need fill out a funding request form (found in Pennell House)
and go to Budget Committee for funding approval. They are in charge
of allocating funds for regularly scheduled expenses.
Q: Who do I contact to add an event to the Community Life calendar?
A: Many people have access to the Community Life calendar including
the Events Committee Coordinator, Student Space Coordinators, and
Community Life staff. This quarter, Hannah Barrueta, Rebecca Smith,
and Angelina Rodriguez are the people to contact to get an event on the
calendar.
Q: Whose job is it to clean the free store?
A: The Student Space Coordinators—although it is the responsibility
of the entire community to care for the shared space. Keep in mind that
some weeks there will not be available hours for student space coordinators to spend cleaning.
Q: How do I plan an alcohol-tolerant event?
A: Planning alcohol-tolerant events can be complicated due to liability
issues. First fill out an alcohol-tolerant event request form from Pennell
House and submit it to the Office of Community Life no less than ten
days prior to the event. To plan the event you will then need to come to
Events Committee: we will explain and help with the rest of the process.
(See the Alcohol and Drug Policy in the Student Handbook for more
detailed information of event registration.)
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Diversity Task Force
By Taylor Larson‘17
Late last quarter the Coretta
Scott King Center Director Mila
Cooper and Dean of Community
Life Luis Rosa presented a proposal to the Senior Leadership
Team for the creation of a
Diversity Task Force (DTF).
After approval by the Office of
the President, the DTF has been
formed and charged with the following tasks: to define diversity,
to hire and oversee a campus-wide
audit from an external consultant,
and to create a strategic plan for
diversity at Antioch.
Both Cooper and Rosa wrote
the proposal because of a lack
of systemic conversation around
diversity at Antioch. For instance,
unlike almost every other institution of its kind, Antioch has
no office dedicated to promoting
diversity. Luis Rosa commented
that this absence of institutionwide efforts around diversity
seems particularly out of line with
Antioch’s history and mission.
Institutional support for the
creation of the DTF has in part
come from the belief that its work
will help with achieving accreditation. Cooper comments, “For
me, it just so happens that it coincides with the accreditation process. There were some concerns
[in the report] about diversity...
It has probably given us some
additional support to do the work
because others see it as helping
with that process, but I thought it
was needed whether it helped with
accreditation or not.”
The Senior Leadership Team
(SLT) developed the charge of
the DTF, which includes hiring
an external consultant to conduct
a campus-wide audit. According
to Cooper, some of the questions
the audit will answer are: What
are they doing in admissions to
recruit a diverse student body?
What are our strategies to retain
all of our students and our students with specific identities—
women, people of color, queer
students? How are we trying to
diversify our employees? What is
the campus climate for diversity?
How is the curriculum?
Cooper commented that she
is “excited about the representation” on the DTF. The set makeup
of the DTF has a total of 20 members, each appointed by the leadership in their department. Students
were asked by Cooper at this
quarter’s first community meeting to submit a statement of interest to the Diversity Committee,
to whom Comcil delegated the
responsibility of appointing student members.

Mila Cooper, Chair, CSKC
Director
Kevin McGruder, Co-Chair, Asst.
Professor of History
Toyoko Miwa-Osborne,
Instructor of Japanese
Emily Steinmetz, Asst. Professor
of Cultural Anthropology
Karen Velasquez, Asst. Professor
of Cooperative Education
Micah Canal, Dean of Admissions
Shane Creepingbear, Admissions
Hannah Spirrison, Director of
Institutional Effectiveness
Eric Miller, Annual Fund Officer
Luis Rosa, Dean of Comm. Life
Jessica Martinez, RLM
Isaac Delamatre, Food Service
Coordinator
Elecia Harvey, Student Success
Advisor
Dianne Jordan, Acct. Manager
Lewis Wallace, WYSO
Nargess Jumahan ’15
IdaLease Cummings’ 16
Ciana Ayenu & Taylor Larson ‘17
Kabbeh Davies ’18

Rosa said that though the
Diversity Task Force was vetted
through the SLT, the group is not a
function of the Senior Leadership
Team. The DTF must remain
independent from the College’s
governing bodies to be effective,
insofar as the SLT and Comcil are
themselves being assessed by the
external audit that the task force
has been charged to oversee.
The Diversity Task Force
should not be confused with
Diversity Committee: while
the former is a temporary body
charged with a specific task and
created by a directive from the
Office of the President, the latter
is a permanent standing committee of Comcil that was formed by
community members in a grassroots fashion. Though there is no
formal relationship between the
two, there is a significant overlap in membership and Diversity
Committee has been vocal in
its support of the creation of the
Diversity Task Force.
However, some Diversity
Committee members did have
concerns for the need for a separate body needed to be created
to do the work of the DTF. In
response to these concerns, Mila
Cooper emphasized that the task
force will welcome participation
and input from all community
members at meetings: “I don’t
want people to think it’s exclusive… This task force might have
power in terms of the work we are
charged with, but our work will
involve the Antioch community in
a very broad sense.”
With 20 members, the enormous task with which the DTF
has been charged will be chal-

lenging enough, said Cooper, but
the group is committed to having
open forums, open meetings,
etc. for the purpose of gathering
more community input. However,
definitive answers as to whether
its meetings will be open cannot
not be given until the group more
clearly defines the parameters and
processes of its work.
The ultimate goal of the
DTF—to create a strategic plan
for diversity at Antioch based on
the results of the external audit—
is scheduled to be completed by
the end of Summer.

Queer Center Update
By Cleo Ku ‘18
The Queer Center had its first
official meeting of the quarter
on January 13. The meeting was
advertised as “open,” meaning
allies were welcome. About thirty
Antiochians attended the meeting,
including a few staff and faculty
members.
Queer Center coordinator
Angelina Rodriguez ‘18 said that
the decision regarding holding all
meetings as open—unless specified otherwise—came from the
realization that closed meetings
may alienate people who are are
still questioning their identity or
don’t identify as “queer.” Angel
Nalubega ‘18 said open meetings
benefit these people because it
allows them space to explore the
community and their identities.
The Queer Center held a vigil
on January 23 in the CSKC commemorating transgender women
after the death of Leelah Alcorn in
late 2014. Following a moment of
silence led by Nalubega, alumna
Eros Xena Starkiller spoke about
violence against the trans community. Then, Justin Moore ‘15 and
Seth Kaplan ‘15 performed songs
by Against Me! Rodriguez said
she hopes the conversation about
trans issues, such as pronouns,
access, and violence will continue
in the community.
Queer Center will be hosting an Open Mic/Poetry Slam on
February 21 at 7:00 p.m. in the
CSKC, which will focus on queer
writers and artists. Members of
the Antioch community will be
invited to perform their own work
or the work of queer artists.
The Queer Center meets
on Tuesdays at 8:30 p.m. in the
CSKC. The meetings are open
to all Antiochians, of any sexual
or gender identity. For more
information, contact coordinators
Angelina Rodriguez ‘18 at arodriguez@antiochcollege.org and Al
Najjar ‘16 at anajjar@antiochcollege.org.
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Fishy and Other Legendary Writers — By Wakka (reprint)
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Welcome Back!

Wakka Ciccone ’05 is Antioch’s newly
hired housekeeping staff member.
Wakka is happy to be back at Antioch,
where she regularly contributed to
The Record as a comic artist with her
semi-autobiographical strip about an
unsuccessful writer, Fishy and Other
Legendary Writers. She also served as
editor in her second year.
Give her a shout if you see her around!

Found — By Al Najjar

Antic Ho! — By Layla Saad
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Confessions of a TCM Junkie
By any measure, Buster Keaton was one
of the greatest comics ever. He wrote, directed,
and starred in virtually every movie he made,
and no one could simultaneously make an audience laugh uncontrollably and scare the bejeezus out of them. Possessed of uncanny physical
ability and a near total disregard for personal
safety (mostly his own), Keaton’s stunt work
is the stuff of Hollywood legend. He is said to
have instructed his camera operators to never
stop filming unless he was dead or yelled “cut!”
The Navigator, released in 1924 and produced by Joseph M. Schenck, a Hollywood
legend himself and Keaton’s own brother-inlaw, was Keaton’s most commercially successful film and one of his personal favorites.
Keaton plays rich idler Rollo Treadway, who
wakes up one morning intending to marry. He
decides to have the honeymoon in Honolulu
and—to quote the title card—“makes all
arrangements—except to notify the girl.”
The girl is Betsy O’Brien, played by
Kathryn McGuire, whom Keaton had cast as
“The Girl” in another Keaton classic, Sherlock
Jr., released earlier that year. Unsurprisingly,
Betsy isn’t prepared to wed on such short
notice. But, since he’s already bought the tickets, Rollo goes on his honeymoon without his
prospective bride.
That night he mistakenly boards The
Navigator, a ship recently sold to an unnamed
small country at war with another unnamed
small country. A group of saboteurs have
decided to set the ship adrift before it ends
up in the hands of their enemy. Betsy’s father
owns the ship but needs some papers from it
before completing the sale, which results in
Betsy also being on board when the spies cut
The Navigator loose.
In typical Keaton fashion, most of the
comedy comes from Betsy and Rollo making
the best of a bad situation as they adjust to a
life of aimless wandering at sea. Watch for an
unusual cameo by the film’s co-director Donald
Crisp as a portrait of an old sailor—his only
real contribution, as Keaton had found his work
so unsatisfactory that he re-shot every scene
Crisp directed.
One of the many marvelous aspects of this
film is that Keaton shot The Navigator on an
actual ship, the cargo/passenger liner Buford,
which has a history all its own. Originally
launched in 1890 as the SS Mississippi, it
saw service in the Spanish American War as
a troop transport and as a supply ship during
the Great San Francisco Earthquake of 1906.
It brought food to China to relieve a famine,
carried refugees from the bloody, protracted
Mexican Revolution, and helped rebuild the
city of Galveston, TX after a devastating hurricane in 1915.
Following another stint as a troop transport in the First World World War, Buford
made an infamous voyage in December 1919.
Deporting nearly 250 “undesirable aliens” to
the fledgling Soviet Union in the wake of the
Red Scare, Buford carried Emma Goldman and
Alexander Berkman, two of the most famous
radicals in American history. An all time great
comedy; watch it on YouTube.
Scott Sanders is the Antioch College Archivist
and a pretty cool guy, so stop by and have a
chat... you won’t be disappointed!

Horacescopes
Aries: Through steadfast enactment
of your duties and a charitable attitude
towards the shortcomings of your own
faculties, you will come to a new confidence in your spirit and the righteousness of its path. You shall also refrain
from dancing. Dancing is not allowed.

Sagittarius: Moving steadily though you
are along the path to greatness, you will
in no short time be presented with a difficult choice. Your choice will be one
you must consider carefully and ask for
ample help from you clergy and confidants before making. The result shall
determine a great deal.

Taurus: Forgoing the deprecation of his
moral soul by the doing of some unchristian malevolence as atheism and uninterrogated zealotry, the Taurus may still, in
his time, achieve a tranquil mind and a
healthy spirit.
Gemini: Take courage, young Gemini,
now is not the time to turn away from the
horizon. You must renew your commitment to PROGRESS FORWARD, and
must not let unscrupulous accounting of
time endured transform—as it will surely
try!—into the false comfort that permits
regression.
Cancer: You will be endowed with a
great deal of luck in the coming weeks.
You will, however, refrain from all forms
of gambling. Especially cards. Cards are
not allowed.
Leo: The weight you carry is not the
kind to be dissolved by anything but the
loyal pursuit of a sharpened mind and a
deepened understanding. The choice to
waste your God-granted talents, given
the opportunity to better them for the
advancement of all, is your own.

Capricorn: You will briefly behold the
glorious orb through the prism of our
heavenly Father’s care and love. The
rays of the sun will distil the elixir of a
celestial joy through all your soul and
over all your days...for the next week.

Graphic by Eric Rhodes ‘16
Virgo: Although you have righteously
dedicated yourself to the service of
others, recently more than ever, this
scholar is certain that a great bevy of
personal fulfilment shall be yours in the
days to come.
Libra: Through a restored respect for the
laws of physical health, you will come to
a great epiphany. Whether you heed it I
cannot say, though my powers of prophecy are many.
Scorpio: Attend a church this Sunday
of whatever kind you are drawn to. It is
clearly needed.

Lover Band Show!
Seth ‘15 and Ciana ‘17 host The
Lover Band Show, a Valentine’s Day
cover band show extraordinaire,
this Saturday, February 14th in
Sontag-Fels. Bands start at 9pm,
DJ Creepingbear spins his funky
discs from 11pm-1am. Covered
bands include: Fleetwood Mac,
Built to Spill, Mischief Brew,
the Everly Brothers and Bob
Dylan. Come! Bring your friends,
amazing costumes, and plenty of
love—platonic, romantic, sexual,
unrequited, motherly. There may
still be some room on the roster
so let Seth know if you want to be
signed up. You can play as little as
one song if you want. Ellie Burck ‘18

We’ve Set a
New Record!

Have you noticed? Help us
make it even better!
The Record is looking for:
▪ Staff witers
▪ Letters to the Community
▪ Postcards from Co-op
▪ ComCil & Community
Meeting beats
▪ IG Updates
▪ Event updates for our
Calendar
▪ The author(s) of the secret
Antioch tumblr
All articles due to
TheRecord@AntiochCollege.
org by Tuesday, February
24th, 2015.

Aquarius: The Aquarius will find the
rare opportunity of a new and fruitful companionship...just as my dear
Charlotte, under the same sign, came to
my side. Oh my Charlotte, how I wished
we could be together again after my
earthly work here was lain down, beside
my failing body, a thousand miles from
our short life together…how I hoped to
see you…
Pisces: You shall soon be tempted, but
you shall adhere to the Christian codes
that doubtlessly continue to govern your
future alma mater—surely by now a
well-funded and functional establishment. Be wary of the many temptations
that befall you, Pices, such as bad penmanship.
Made by Elijah Blanton ‘15

Sunny Fruit Salad
By Layla Saad ‘18
1 apple
1 banana
1 can pineapple tidbits
1/2 - 1 tsp. lemon or lime juice
1/4 - 1/2 tsp. Cinnamon
1/8 cup sugar
(You can add or substitute strawberries,
oranges, peaches. Ginger is also great!)
Drain canned pineapple. Dice apple and
banana.
Add to bowl and mix in lemon juice,
cinnamon, and sugar. Stir and let sit.
Can be served as is or with whipped
cream or pudding.
*Sugar is not only added for sweetness it draws out the natural juices to create a
delicious syrup.
Lemon juice provides acidity and prevents browning.

ACLIBNOWGVD
Like the new look?

Let us know! Send the love to TheRecord@
Antiochcollege.org, or visit our office in Sontag.

How many nebbishes can you find?
Check for the answer next issue!
Layla Saad

Illustrations by Layla Saad

“Pickleball is good.
Pickleball is AWESOME.”
—Mark Roosevelt
It’s a fun game.
“
I played it once in high
school and it was just weird,
dumbed-down tennis.
—Jenny Shea Rudd ‘18

we have five pickle“ballSo courts
and no indoor
tennis court? And no dojo
for To-Shin Do?
— Nash ‘18
is, ummmmm.
“It’sPickleball
in between ping pong
and badminton. So it’s like...
I’m not exactly sure. It has
paddles and some sort of
thing that you hit. You throw
pickles at each other.
—Kyle Long, Admissions

It’s a game that
“
apparently takes up so
much space that we’re
not allowed to have
student-run activities in
that same space.
— Sylvia Newman ‘16

“

OMG!
I don’t know.

—Table of third years
(and almost everyone else)

Bands On the Run Seth Kaplan ‘15 & Toni Jonas-Silver ‘18
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Photos: Odette
Chavez-Mayo

“

Keep an eye out for
our declassified
box at Community
Meeting!

“What is pickleball?”

“

J

By Ellie Burck

“

....................
I feel Antsy
When I’m reading
Gramsci
cause I’d rather be with
you.
....................
I love you. K, BYE.
Love,
Nat
....................
To our president:
Difficulty and ease are
as subjective as the taste
of ice cream . Please
don’t let us die.
....................
Clara, my love,
I hope you have a
fantastic Valentine’s Day,
let’s go buy 50% off
Chocolate at Walgreen’s
tomorrow.
—SG
....................
Miss Parkour, Keep this
pickup line in case you
ever fall . I’ll be there to
lift you up and take you
to higher places ;)
-Admirer
....................
To my favorite library
staff: You are the
most distracting and
wonderfully helpful
people. Thanks for
making our academic
lives easier, and being so
much fun!
....................
to ma belles: you two
are the greatest thing
to ever happen to me, i
can’t express how much i
love you and how happy
i am to see your bright n
beautiful faces everyday.
thank u for putting up
w/ me - o
....................
To: anyone and everyone
You are my love, my
angel don’t treat me like
potato.

“

Valentine’s Edition

Question Of the Month

“

Declassifieds

Across
1. Early refrigeration contraption
7. Rude acronym requesting quiet
11. Things with major requirements? (Abbr.)
14. Holy
15. It’s opposite a hammer’s head
16. Modern food stamp system
(Abbr.)
17. Rower’s Valentine’s message?
18. Dragon priest mask found in
The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim
19. Hoopster’s league
20. World’s softest mineral
21. Why ‘women cry’ and ‘men
die’ as per the 1939 anti-marijuana
propaganda film
23. Riot Grrrl who stops the party?
26. ___ many words (Roughly
speaking)
27. Yiddish speech
28. Picked one
32. DVD alternatives
34. ____ mi -- Vietnamese hoagie
35. Common household batteries
37. French for “And her/its/his/
their”
39. ___ transit gloria
40. Whistling Marx bro’s female
counterpart?
42. Killed, as a knight does a
dragon
43. It can be pulled by gravity, or
dogs
45. Highest
47. Exist
48. Angry basement venue for
French electronic duos?
51. Richard’s first second-in-command
53. Letters used to indicate “y”
sounds, in Sevilla
54. Max of Dadaism
55. “As coroner, __ must ___.
I thoroughly examined her, and
she’s not only merely dead,
she’s really most sincerely dead”
(Munchkin’s obscure line upon
the death of the Wicked Witch of
the East)
56. Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje’s
character on ABC’s Lost, with
“Mr.”
57. Lithuanian culture and literature magazine since 1944
58. Brothers of indie-folk who
may have 1 or 2 good songs but

whom eventually you will come
to despise
59. Being in Barcelona?
60. Remarkable landform of
Clifton, Ohio
61. Capital of the ancient
Kingdom of Kush
62. N followers in el alfabeto
Down
1. ___ just me or...
2. A term for the non-consensual
nature of gender assignation
3. Sickness-inducing poop bacteria
4. Salty, like water
5. Shakespearean preposition
6. Internet grins
7. Startle (a horse)
8. Soviet game of moving squares
9. The Record and More Beer
among others
10. Erase memories of memories
(this is not a real word, we made it
up, so don’t try too hard)
11. Glassesed piano rocker puts
away his clothes?
12. Monk’s abode
13. Stellar object?
21. 90s singer-songwriter’s favorite pomaceous fruits?
22. Makes safe for removal (as a
USB stick)
24. Suffix with morph
25. They see you when you’re
sleeping; they know when you’re
awake
28. (One TV-watching friend to
another) “____ coverage of the
trial was rather biased, I thought”
29. Wave down (a cab)
30. ____ a diver, always a ____!
31. Jewish head covering
33. One of salvia’s more poetic
names
36. Fund
38. Ones one holds dear
40. Pizza __
41. Inquire
44. Be so bold
46. ____ of Reason/____ of
Adz/____ of Empires
49. Piano’s contraire
50. Belt-wearer of astrological
significance
51. Thailand’s former name
52. To set a precedent, with “the
way”

